VERKOOPING, DOOR DE WINKHEEREN, IN DE KAPTAD.

VERKOOPING AAN DE KANT-GROOND.

O lie, Illegit, de 13 September 1923.

Z. A. WYN-DEPOT.
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Cillie
6, t.e.
Mr. Advocat

The situation of Colonial Advisers to the Governor of the Colony has been a matter of much discussion in the Orphan Chamber, where the matter has been debated and decided by the legislature. The Orphan Chamber has granted the Governor of the Colony an increase of 100,000 dollars per annum for the purpose of maintaining a small school for the children of the Colony.

On Wednesday evening the Governor of the Colony held a meeting with the Orphan Chamber, at which he explained the reasons for the increase in the school fund. He stated that the increase would enable the school to maintain a larger number of pupils and to provide better facilities for their education.

The Governor also stated that the school would be open to all children, regardless of their social status, and that special classes would be provided for the children of the poor.

The decision of the Orphan Chamber was praised by the Governor, who expressed the hope that the increased funds would lead to a better education for the children of the Colony.

DEATHS OF FIELD-Marshal DE LA ROCHE.

Field-Marshal de la Rochefoucauld, one of the leading figures in the French military, has died at the age of 82. He was a historic figure in the French army, having served in a variety of positions over a long career.

Field-Marshal de la Rochefoucauld was born in 1830 and entered the French army in 1848. He served in a number of positions, including the position of Chief of Staff, and rose to the rank of Field-Marshal. He was known for his dedication to the army and his commitment to its success.
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**Amateur Theatre.**

With the sanction and under the Patronage of the **Mrs. Sermons**

**PROPERTY DEPARTMENT COMPANY.**

Under the Manager,

*Theatre in Bonnemar,*

TO-MORROW EVENING, SATTURDAY, JUNE 10th,

By Special Desire,

**DE GRAFF & WALTON, OR DE SUBORDINATE, WITH THEIR OURSELVES AND CUSTOMERS, DRAWS IN 2 Acts, FROM THE GLORIOUS AND WILDERNESS, FOLLOWED BY,

**DE DRÖSKEA, OR THE GERMAN OF A. WYKNOTTERT, FROM THE GERMAN OF A. WYKNOTTERT.**
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